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The banking sector was not only the first to adopt Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) or aka "Bots", but also the first to do it at scale, with
the leaders in the pack employing hundreds, if not thousands of
incredibly fast and effective Bots and accelerating digital transformation
strategies in the process.

Banking Bots have been hard at work ever since saving thousands of
hours completing repetitive and routine tasks, and have even been
combined with AI technologies to create smart Bots that are capable of
delivering rich insights and solving higher complexity issues at scale.

As automation technologies continue to evolve, financial institutions  are
increasingly able to address ever more challenging regulatory
compliance burdens, whilst delivering improved customer service with
greater control  over their costs, and effectively achieving the elusive
"triple win", with benefits for stakeholders, customers and employees
alike.

INTRODUCTION TO
BOTS IN FINANCIAL SERVICES 
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UNDERSTANDING PAIN POINTS
IN FINANCIAL SERVICES 
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DATA, DATA, DATA

Managing information securely and efficiently is fundamental to FinServ processes and
vital for creating the strongest customer experience.
Customer documents are often still a mixture of both digital and paper formats, which
leaves compliance teams having to handle these manually, yet as promptly as possible to
ensure critical controls like KYC and due diligence are completed correctly. Such manual
and repetitive tasks consume untold human hours leaving little time for truly value-adding
work engaging customers and maximising compliance.

DRIVING FORCES FOR FINSERV BOTS 

SCARCE RESOURCE & VALUE

All too often, the most valuable, skilled and scarce resources are being burdened with
important but routine and repetitive tasks, especially in onboarding and compliance. This
means they have less time to spend on more complex work that requires their capabilities
and can deliver the most value to the business.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

FinServ operations always have and will be heavily dictated by regulations, security and
complexity, which means that technology solutions must not only be incredibly robust and
reliable, but also rapid and easy to deploy and use. The time is takes to develop and
integrate such solutions using traditional methods is often undesirable and results in
manual work-arounds, thereby increasing risk and reducing productivity.

Combining Bots with smart document understanding is an effective way to
overcome pain and enable transformation for both FinServ and customer benefit.

Bots should be applied to these areas of the organisation, saving significant time,
freeing up valuable resources and deploying key skills to create value.

Bots can work seamlessly in tandem with people, augmenting their skills and
harnessing expert knowledge to maximise effective compliance and control.



BOT BENEFITS FOR
FINSERV
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Work via Ui like a person
or an API like a machine

& no integration.

Non-invasive

Save, Scale, & Succeed with Bots in FinServ

Growing economic uncertainty continues to fuel changes in
the industry, leaving providers in need of offering more
prompt support and services to customers to meet
demands.

The increased scrutiny of the industry requires operators to
act ever more responsibly and ethically, and as a result,
regulatory requirements  will intensify, with any sense of
noncompliance raising concern for consumers and
watchdogs.

This compliance comes at a cost, leading operators to look
for more efficient and cost-effective ways to ensure better
levels of compliance and avoid fines and penalties.

Bots offer a major and innovative alternative to throwing
people at the problem, and instead, develop a truly digitally
enabled and continuous, automated workforce to attain
levels of service and compliance never possible before.

Logic and outcome
driven for smart

scalability.

Smart

Operate according to
your security & privacy

needs.

Secure

Automate document and data gathering, entry and validation work

Free up and empower facing customer facing resources to perform more useful and

valuable duties

Reduce the time to serve and deliver a vastly better customer experience

Obtain the highest levels of speed and regulatory compliance

To thrive in the modern age, operators can now rethink their approach using Bots and:



   Our employees are happy
because of two reasons: One,
Robots ease their workload.

Two, they don’t need to do the
stuff that is boring anymore.

 

Wojciech Szremski, Eurobank Process Automation
and Process Optimisation Director
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GETTING SET FOR SUCCESS
BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND

Build in End-to-End compliance for Bots to work across applications effectively
Develop Bots with flexibility in mind, to accommodate changing needs in future
Incorporate robust, auditable and easy to use human-in-the-loop interactions

Build frameworks for where you're going, not where you are
Set comprehensive, clear frameworks to assess candidate ROI and prioritisation

When embarking on an automation journey, there are a few golden rules that Financial
Services operators must consider to increase their chances of success:

In these modern times, it's almost impossible not to find suitable candidates for
automation in most businesses and Financial Services is no exception, but what many
often struggle with, is finding and prioritising the most valuable ones.

So, an insight into those areas that typically offer the most potential can save lost time
and maximise the success of automation. Four key FinServ processes showing time and
again the highest levels of return are KYC and Customer Onboarding, Case Management
and Analysis, Control Testing and Issue Remediation, however, the below heatmap
indicates several other areas suitable for Bots. 

Lending Cards Assurance Payments Customer
Lifecycle

Risk &
Compliance 

Origination Prospecting &
application

Policy issue Funds transfer
requests

Onboarding & account
set-up

KYC / CDD

Loan processing Processing &
approvals

Automatic payments
set-up Tax payments KYC / CDD Transaction

Monitoring

Underwriting Payments &
settlement

Collateral monitoring DD / Cheque clearing Client & account
maintenance

Screening & alerts
management

Funding Collection & servicing Policy servicing Settlement Fees & chargebacks Risk monitoring

Admin & monitoring Dispute & fraud

Data management Network management

Insurer reconciliation Payment reconciliation

Cash management

Client & account
closure

Cash withdrawal /
deposit

Reporting internal /
External

Lower Automation SuitabilityMedium Automation SuitabilityHigh Automation Suitability



Customer Onboarding

Onboarding new customers is incredibly repetitive and mundane, but hugely important
and highly regulated. The process is designed to protect both operators and customers,
but the typical Know Your Customer (KYC) and Customer Due Diligence (CDD) operations
are often manually burdensome, complicated, lengthy, and show little or no consideration
for the customers experience.

An automation-enabled KYC or CDD process on the other hand, has the opportunity to
address all these drawbacks and deliver a process that customers won't mind taking part
in either.

Deploying Bots that combine intelligent document recognition and understanding with
human-in-the-loop results in a better, faster, more compliant onboarding processes.

Smart Bots are capable of handling a multitude of KYC documents, extracting and 
 validating the required data, entering it into systems and providing updates and alerts,
that can save manual effort, reduce errors and eliminate unnecessary steps or repetition
for customers. The following is an example of how this works in practice.

Onboarding
Request

Verify Proof
of Indentity

Screen for
Sanctions &

PEPs
Risk Rating

Approval

Onboard &
Account
Created

Bot handles
requests

and ingests
docs 

Bots extract
and manage

docs data

Bots search
3rd party

solutions via
Ui or API

Bots analyse
risk and

rate, then
approve or

escalate

Bots creates
account in
all systems
and notifies

BOTS IN ACTION
IN FINSERV
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NARROWING THE TARGET 



      CLIENT CONTACT CENTRES
WILL BE ONE OF OUR NEXT

FOCUS AREAS TO SEE WHERE
WE CAN IMPLEMENT BOTS TO

SUPPORT EVERY PERSON AND
DRIVE DEEPER VALUE FOR OUR

BUSINESS AND OUR CLIENTS.
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BOTS IN ACTION
USE CASE
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FINSERV BOTS IN ACTION
MAKING WORK BETTER FOR EVERYONE - PEOPLE, PROFIT & PLANET
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Using Bots, FXCM transforms the
back office and saves on
transaction processing

CLIENT: FXCM GLOBAL | INDUSTRY: FINANCIAL SERVICES | REGION: GLOBAL

5:1 $0.5m

80% 50 hrs

Benefit:Cost Ratio Annualised Saving

Productivity Gain Daily Time Saving

RESULTS BY NUMBERS
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Customer verification procedures
Customer transaction data verification and system updates
Reconciliation services
Payment data validation and posting

FXCM's broad range of highly regulated products must meet
strict market conditions, so ensuring effective oversight and
transparency of business practices requires truly robust process
controls with fully auditable data logs and record keeping.

The back-office control processes, typically, relied on the
continuous analysis and manipulation by people of vast amounts
of data using spreadsheets plus physical validation and data entry.

As demand for their products and services continued to grow, the
effort required to maintain effective control was going to become
increasingly challenging to manage successfully and would require
a significant recruitment and training exercise.

Working with FXCM, Bots For That helped identify and evaluate
the following four manual process control areas where Bots would
ensure an efficient, robust, and scalable solution but also
eliminate the need for additional recruitment and training to
manage growth.

THE FX TRADER BOT
Based in London and New York, FXCM is a retail foreign exchange broker, which
helps people to speculate on the foreign exchange market and provides trading on
major indices and commodities such as gold.

     We felt sure Bots could 
 help, but our expectations

were far exceeded
Vishal, COE Lead
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As experts in Bot Automation, the team at Bots For That had the
breadth and depth of experience to guide FXCM successfully on
their own automation journey, helping to avoid wasted time and
mistakes.

FXCM had already begun to establish a core Automation Centre of
Excellence in their Sofia service centre, where most of the key
roles would eventually be recruited and trained.

However, as the critical Bot developer resources had not yet been
recruited or trained, Bots For That were asked to help mobilise
the automation journey, establish essential frameworks, and
deliver the core pilot process automations.

From the initial assessments, all processes selected were found to
be both technically feasible and economically suitable for
automation, and the pilot automation project work commenced.

The processes were being manually performed by multiple users
spanning several different business departments including
accounting, back-office operations, and trading, so the first major
milestone for Bots For That was to properly document the existing
manual tasks and activities, clearly understanding the data and
systems involved, the exceptions and human hand-off points and
to fully design the future Bot operated processes.

For maximum traction, the project began with completing the
definition and design for all four processes in parallel, so that a
more complete picture of the broader  end-to-end process impacts
could be established, plus the required Bot infrastructures could
be built and deployed to support the immediate and longer-term
goals.

Bon Voyage Bots... 
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With everything designed and the Bot solutions approved, Bots
For That started development on the first of the four processes,
quickly moving on to the user testing and were soon ready for the
maiden Bot deployment.

The first ever process automation is always a major learning and
change exercise for anyone, but with the Bots For That team
showing the way, the newly forming FXCM automation team were
learning lessons first hand, which would later prove to be a major
accelerator for their ambitions.

With the first Bot successfully deployed and operating, the
second, third and fourth processes followed in quick succession.

Start Small, Scale Fast, Gain Big

         The approach felt familiar,
a little like developing

software, but the speed and
results were mind blowing!

After just a few weeks, Bots were live and performing all four
processes as desired and the results were noticeably  felt across
our business - Bots exceeded our initial estimates and
expectations. A major advantage is our ability to scale so easily
with growth and increased trading volumes, where Bots achieve
90% task efficiency, and 100% accuracy.

Each automated task saves valuable hours every day across
several  departments, with productivity savings racking up fast
and realising annual savings in excess of $1m.



READY TO START
YOUR BOTS
JOURNEY?

botsforthat.com


